
Trump’s Trade Truce
• Manufacturing ≠ This Expansion’s Kryptonite

• Should weakness remain contained in manufacturing, this economic 
expansion may have further room to run

• Trade Deal, “Phase One” 
• The preliminary trade deal between the U.S. and China is far from 

comprehensive, as much is still left unresolved 

• Federal Reserve, “the Plumber”
• The Fed’s decision to increase its balance sheet expansion reflects its 

vigilance in addressing the financial system and economy
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Manufacturing ≠ This Expansion’s Kryptonite

• A Domestic Growth Dichotomy. Over the past few months, there has been a clear
divide between the health of the consumer and the manufacturing sector. Multiple
indicators of industrial growth, such as September’s ISM Mfg report, raised concerns
that slowing global growth may spill over to the U.S. economy. However, the
consumer continues to shine in this late-stage expansion, with the University of
Michigan’s consumer sentiment index rising to 96.0, ahead of consensus
expectations at 92.0 and last month’s 93.2 reading.

• Reaping the Benefits of a Diversified Economy. Over the past 70+ years, the U.S. has
evolved from its status as a manufacturing powerhouse to an economy more reliant
on more stable services industries. For example, manufacturers employed roughly
44% of the labor force in the 1950s, but this number has fallen to about 17% today. As
a result, the U.S. economy can more easily withstand larger drawdowns in industrial
activity without inducing a broader recession. Much like in 2015, this expansion may
be able to ride out this slowdown, should it remain contained within manufacturing.

• Moderate Recession Risk. Glenmede’s proprietary Recession Model currently
estimates a one-in-four chance of recession within the next 12 months. This model is
a well-balanced mix of leading and excess indicators that seeks to estimate the
probability of recession in the U.S. While components such as the inverted yield
curve by themselves suggest a higher probability of recession, other components
such as credit spreads and gauges of economic excess point to more muted risk.
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The Economy Can More Easily Weather Manufacturing Weakness

Chart of the Week:
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Should weakness remain contained in manufacturing, this 
economic expansion may have further room to run
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The preliminary trade deal between the U.S. and China is far 
from comprehensive, leaving much still unresolved 

The Fed’s decision to increase its balance sheet reflects its 
vigilance in supporting the financial system and economy
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Federal Reserve, “the Plumber”

• Fixing the Financial System’s Plumbing. On Tuesday, the Fed will begin expanding its
balance sheet again, this time in order to ensure that the financial system operates
smoothly and as expected. Recently, we’ve seen some disruption in the repo
market, a corner of the financial system used for short-term funding. The disruption
has been blamed, in part, on an undersupply of excess reserves. By growing its
balance sheet and increasing the supply of excess reserves, The Fed hopes to
stabilize this portion of the market and mitigate the risk of money market pressure.

• September Fed Minutes. Last week, the Federal Reserve's rate-setting committee
released minutes from last month’s meeting. Policy makers' conversations centered
around familiar concerns of elevated uncertainty: the trade conflict with China,
slowing economic growth around the world and stubbornly low inflation. As issues
that warranted initial concern have not yet been completely resolved, several
members see more accommodation on the horizon.

• Further Accommodation Contingent on Macro Risks. Just last Thursday, the Fed
Funds Futures market was implying an 84% chance that the Fed would cut rates
once more at its October meeting. After a slew of constructive headlines on U.S.
and China trade and Brexit negotiations, that probability moved lower to about
73%, All else equal, if the economic outlook improves due to the evaporation of
outstanding risks, this may remove the need for additional measures of insurance at
this point in time.

Trade Deal, “Phase One”

• Officials Tout Phase One Deal. After months of discussion between U.S. and Chinese
trade negotiators, officials have announced an agreement in principle on a limited
trade deal. Although pen has not yet been committed to paper, President Trump
and Vice Premier Liu He announced an agreement that would cancel planned
tariff hikes this week, prompt China to make up to $50 billion in agricultural
purchases and touch other issues such as intellectual property protections, market
access for financial services firms, currency manipulation and enforcement.

• Phase Two…and More? While the deal will delay the scheduled tariff increases this
week, the agreement does not address the December tariff hikes. The Trump
administration has stated that “phase two” of the deal will begin to be negotiated
once phase one, which was finalized last week, is completed and signed.
Additionally, Trump added it is possible there could be as many as three phases of
this trade truce; therefore, investors may not yet heave a sigh of relief.

• U.S. and China, Much More Still Unresolved. Although markets initially responded
positively after the announcement of the “phase one” U.S./China deal, as investors
dug into the details, the markets began selling off. Reasons for this likely include the
lack of resolution regarding the business transactions between the two nations. As
many lingering questions remain, there is significant doubt this truce will hold through
2020. Likely, these issues will reappear in some form before the election, perhaps in
the form of renewed tariff threats or actions targeting individual Chinese companies.
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